MINICON 2016 PAINTING COMPETITION

The Monoliths
Women and Children First!
Entries must represent females or children of their species. They may be warrior
women, civilians, sorceresses, humans, orcs, elves, aliens... whatever you like. The
only requirement is that the entry is visibly and identifiably either female or juvenile or
both.
As in previous years0, we do expect all entries to have at least some reflection of the
theme. Entries that do not will not be considered for prizes.
SIZE RESTRICTIONS
Entries may comprise one or more models and should be between 1/107 (15mm) and
1/40 (40mm) in scale. They must be mounted on a base no larger than 60mm square
and measure no more than 30cm tall at their highest point.
PRIZES
There will be three prizes: gold, silver and bronze monoliths for the first, second and
third place entries. Please note that monoliths are not actual metal! We are also very
much open to additional competition sponsorship from retailers, manufacturers and
designers.
ENTRY FEE
There is an entry fee of £2.00 per entry. Please note, however, that 100% of the entry
fee is going towards our charity pool. The costs of the prizes have been covered by our
sponsors.
JUDGING
Judging will primarily be based upon the quality of painting, but the degree to which
entries reflect the competition's theme will also be considered. Imaginative conversions
and original sculptures may attract the judges' particular attention but will not form the
basis of judging.

DISCLAIMER
To fully judge the competition entries it is necessary to pick them up and move them
around. Whilst every effort will be taken to ensure that no damage is done to entries
and that they are kept safe, they are entered at the owner's own risk. The judges, and
the MiniCon organizers accept no responsibility for any loss of or damage to entries.

